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2022 In-Person Annual Meeting Held in Washington, DC
Wow—it was so great to see everyone again after holding virtual meetings the last 2 years! And celebrating
75 years as an Association was icing on the cake!

23 States represented by 38 staff attended the meeting. Federal agencies represented included SBA
Veterans Business Development Program, NASA, GSA Office of Civil Rights, DLA Disposition Services, GSA
Fleet, GSA Office of Government-wide Policy, GSA Office of
Inspector General, GSA regional offices, and GSA Central
Office.
The week started with a visit from U.S. Senator Risch (R-ID).
Senator Risch (pictured right) is a proponent of the Donation
Program. He praised the Idaho SASP for the good things they
do!
Updates and training sessions from the Federal Agencies
provided lots of information and generated lots of questions.
Some of the topics covered included: Exchange Sale
Overview; Civil Rights Responsibilities and Compliance
Reviews; Fleet Management overview; Explanation of the process and case review from the Office of
Inspector General; Diversity, Inclusion & Accessibility; and a review of original acquisition cost.
Joe Cain is a Florida donee who talked about the importance of the program to his Broward Maritime
Institute which is a non-profit.
For those unable to attend the meeting this year, we hope to see you in Boise, Idaho in 2023! Watch our
website for information as it becomes available!

Also featured in this newsletter:
Interested in advertising in an upcoming newsletter?
Please contact Marilyn Trachsel at
marilyn.trachsel@nasasp.org
Interested in submitting a story for the next newsletter?
Please contact Marilyn Trachsel at
marilyn.trachsel@nasasp.org

• President’s Inkwell (page 4)
• Donee success stories from Maryland, Washington, Hawaii,
Georgia, Illinois, Texas, Missouri, Florida & South Dakota
(pg. 5-14)
• Overseas Facilitator Report (pg. 15)
• NASASP Government Relations Report (pg. 16)
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Annual Meeting Recap
Our President’s Banquet was held
at the Old Ebbitt Grill which was
blocks away from the hotel. Good
food and camaraderie make for a
very memorable evening! Plus
they had the perfect setting for a
group picture!

Election of Officers for 2022-2023
Your officers agreed to continue for another year. So
your officers remain: President Sam Sibert (ID), Vice
President Tim Bolles (MI),
Treasurer Kelly Ferrel (FL),
and Secretary Chris Reynolds
(AR). As you can see, there
is a fun side to them!
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Annual Meeting Recap

Corporate Sponsors/Vendors
We want to give a huge thanks to our Corporate Sponsors/Vendors. Our meeting would not be the same
without you! They provide support to NASASP so we can keep our dues and registration fees low. Please
remember them when you are looking for services for your SASP. Links can be found on the home page of
our website, or contact marilyn.trachsel@nasasp.org and she’ll put you in touch with these fine folks!

Gov Deals

AssetWorks

Auctions International
Not pictured: Compass Auctions & Real Estate

The Public Group

Surplus Property Software
Not pictured: Joe Cain
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President’s Inkwell
Greetings all! Hopefully everyone is having an amazing summer and for those with children in school, it is starting off smoothly. I
know for myself, one of the highlights of my summer was getting to attend the 75 th annual NASASP conference in Washington DC.
What an amazing and successful conference it was! I would not be able to make that statement were it not for the hard work of
some awesome folks within the association. Thank you to Hattie and Camie (co-chairs of the planning committee), the members of
the planning committee including Marilyn and John, as well as anyone else who helped to put this together. There is another group
of individuals that deserve special recognition for making the conference a success... everyone who showed up to participate.
Without the SASPs, Federal partners, Congressional support, donees and vendors participating in the association and coming to the
conference, we would not be able to proudly say we are one of the few to make it 75 years!
As we move into the new fiscal year, I would also like to recognize the NASASP officers that I have had the honor to serve with this
past year. Thank you to Tim, Kelly, and Chris for your dedication to the association and all your hard work moving us forward. It’s
hard to believe that a year has gone by already. I’m glad that you’re willing to serve the association with me again for another year.
This year we will be continuing our efforts to maximize the availability of property to the SASPs, at the same time expanding
outreach for the donation program to more eligible donees.
As always, these efforts need you! We need the collective momentum of all the States to move progress forward. A single State or
couple of States may not be heard, but all the SASPs together make for one really loud voice. Please be willing to participate,
provide input, and submit information when asked. It cannot be stressed enough how much you can be a positive impact on our
organization! If anyone has any questions, concerns or suggestions please reach out to one of the officers.
Sam Sibert (IDSASP)
NASASP President

More Meeting Photos for Your Enjoyment!
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Donee Success Story
Diaper Donation Event (Annapolis, Maryland)
Four truck loads of diapers and baby wipes valued at about $77,000 arrived in Maryland thanks to the
Maryland Federal Surplus Property Program. The items came from DLA Fort Carson in Fort Collins, Colorado.
The items had been compiled after humanitarian missions ended.
More than 40 nonprofit organizations, government agencies and churches from throughout the state picked
up donations of 600,000 diapers and 460,000 baby wipes on June 2, 2022 from the Maryland Department of
General Services during an event at the Anne Arundel County Food Bank. The items will be distributed to
under-resourced Maryland families who are unable to afford these vital supplies.
“Due to supply chain issues, these items have often been difficult for the Anne Arundel County Food Bank to
obtain,” said Leah Paley, chief executive officer of the food bank. She also said “We were also able to share
some of these donated items with six other noon-profit organizations located throughout the State of
Maryland.”

Top left: Rose Odametey, with the Department of General Services, sorts diapers into individual donations for organizations.

Top right: Pallets of diapers ready to be dispensed.
Bottom left: Pallets of diapers and baby wipes are broken down into individual stacks for the organizations.
Bottom right: Secretary of General Services Ellington E. Churchill, Jr., left, and Monica Torres, right, with the Bilingual Christian
Church, of Baltimore, with diapers.

-submitted by Bradley Thomas (MDSASP) as published in “The Capital” on June 3, 2022
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Donee Success Story
WM Winkler Company (Washington)
The Washington State SASP recently
transferred this welding trailer to WM Winkler
Company who has already put it into use. The
trailer came from Ft. Lewis in Washington. The
original acquisition cost was $35,000 and the
service & handling fee was only $4000.
WM Winkler Company is a general contractor
in Spokane that is a veteran owned small
business.
Brian Winkler said “I sure appreciate all of your
help!”
- submitted by Dale Richardson, WASASP

Before
After

Georgia DOAS Podcast
The Department of Administrative Services (DOAS) is pleased to announce its new podcast series, A Dose of DOAS. The
podcast will provide useful information about DOAS services from its five divisions. The inaugural podcast features Steve
Ekin, Director of the Surplus Property Division and is hosted by DOAS Senior Training and Development Specialist, Chris
Barfield. Listen to the podcast to gain greater insight on how Surplus Property helps State agencies save resources and
maximize return on personal property assets. You will also learn more about how Surplus Property began serving the
community and how it has evolved today.
A Dose of DOAS Podcast - Episode One - Are You Gonna Keep That? (with Steve Ekin) - YouTube
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Donee Success Story
Work Now Hawaii (Hawaii)
Earlier this year, Work Now Hawaii, a nonprofit educational donee, acquired this 2012 Chevrolet Goshen Shuttle Bus to use for
transportation to perform custodial services and landscape
maintenance jobs.
Work Now Hawaii was established in 2017 to help people living
with disabilities achieve independence through gainful employment.
Our Transition Age Youth Work Experience Program helps high
school students with disabilities safely explore various work
settings, gain valuable experience for their resumes, and learn
what it means to earn a paycheck. Students are taught both soft
skills, and can work toward industry recognized certifications.
Through State service contracts and contracts with small businesses in the community, we provide paid, on-the-job training in
the fields of office and administrative technologies, digital marketing, custodial services, and landscape maintenance.
The State Department of Business, Economic Development &
Tourism has invited us to operate a food truck on one of their
properties. We see this as an opportunity to expand our work
setting offerings by creating a food service training program. We
look to convert the van that was purchased from the VA through
the State Surplus Office into a food truck.
Some of the other items they obtained from Hawaii SASP are also
pictured.
Mop Handle

-submitted by Patrick Gartside, Executive Director,
Work Now Hawaii

Flat Mop Tool

Buffer

Wet Mopheads

Sheet Metal
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Donee Success Story
Computer Museum of America (Georgia)
Surplus Property Delivers NASA History to Georgia Museum
Computer Museum of America acquires vintage supercomputer through DOAS Surplus Property

From the moment the Virginia Air and Space Science Center (VASC) team learned a nonprofit museum in Georgia
needed a rare Cray-2 supercomputer for historic perseveration, they identified the Surplus Property Division as the
answer to making the museum’s wish a reality. The VASC had stored the Cray-2 supercomputer from NASA for several
years and no longer needed it for exhibits.
More than 500 miles away in Roswell, Georgia, stands the Computer Museum of America, which houses one of the most
comprehensive collections of technology relics from the digital age. Having already acquired a Cray-1A supercomputer
and similar models, the museum was in search of a second-generation supercomputer, a 1985 Cray-2, created by
electrical engineer Seymour Roger Cray, to complete the historical period of supercomputing.
DOAS Surplus Property’s federal team worked with the museum and VASC to complete the necessary paperwork to
have the supercomputer acquired by the museum through its Surplus Property Donation Program.
Executive Director of the Computer Museum of America, Rena Youngblood, shared the importance of telling the full story
of supercomputing. “Some people think that supercomputing is not something we do much more of anymore and that’s
not quite right. One of the things we try to do here is to bring it home [with storytelling]. The first supercomputers were
very different from the ones today and we didn’t want to lose that piece of our history. It’s another step in the evolution of
what we have today in supercomputing,” says Youngblood.
The Cray-2 is on exhibit at the museum in a section called Supercomputing:
Vanquishing the Impossible. It takes visitors through the story of the modern computer
age.
“Movies with special effects, such as Jurassic Park and Marvel films, would never be
achieved without supercomputing, so we’re trying to bring that message, especially to
young people. This is just part of that larger story and it’s nice to have the Cray-2 so
they can physically see some of the change that’s occurring,” says Youngblood.
Surplus Property Division’s Harris Sullivan of the federal team says that everything
went smoothly with getting the museum’s application processed and finalizing the acquisition. The most challenging part
for the museum was getting the Cray-2 to Roswell due to its size. “Luckily it all worked out,” says Sullivan. “It’s very cool
to play a role in getting one of NASA’s first supercomputers here to a nonprofit in Georgia,” say Sullivan. The original
value of the supercomputer is $32 million.
“Obtaining the Cray-2 is a huge impact to the preservation and telling the story of supercomputing,” adds Youngblood.
“We needed this next piece to move down the timeline of supercomputers. As we go further [with technology], we’re
losing a lot of people who worked on these first computers and it’s just important that we keep them. No one should keep
every single mobile phone they have or every single computer that they’ve used – that would make us all kind of
hoarders, but someone needs to keep them because we need to be able to look back to see what we’ve used, where
we’ve come from and where we’re going,” she states.
Youngblood expressed gratitude for the customer service shown by the Surplus Property federal team. “All I can say with
certainty is if this were my Google review of the Surplus Property program, it’s a five out of five stars. You guys did a
fantastic job helping us through the process and we now have something that’s going to be preserved for a really long
time and help tell stories that need to be remembered.”
-submitted by Kenya King (GASASP)
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Donee Success Story
Clean Up—Give Back.org (Illinois)
Joshua Foster with the Illinois Federal Surplus Property Program was
pleased to share some information he received from one of their
donee organizations—Clean Up—Give Back.org located in Springfield,
IL. Donna Adam, President said “I wanted to stop and thank you and
GSA for all your help. Your assistance has made a tremendous
difference in our ability to serve the community.”
Ms. Adam went on to explain that “In 2021, we conducted 82 small and
large cleanup campaigns all around the Chicagoland area. In these
campaigns, 1,379 volunteers were engaged, giving 9,527 service hours
to the community, filling 4,582 trash bags and removing 41,814 pounds
of trash. These numbers do not include three active chapters that also
have impressive numbers. I am enclosing some pictures of our cleanups
this last weekend in Des Plaines, IL and Palatine, IL. We had over 50
volunteers at each cleanup. “
The organization also has a Flexible Service Program. “Many people needing court ordered service
have difficulty getting placed into a non-profit. Some have records which cause them to be rejected
from serving. It is very sad because they want to get their lives back in order. They are relieved
when they find Clean Up - Give Back.
We do not turn anyone away. We
provide all the supplies for trash
pickup. We charge $25 for the
supplies (grabber, vest, trash bags
and gloves) and tracking their hours,
but we waive fees for anyone that
has any difficulty paying. GSA gave
us a grant of gloves last year that
made it possible for us to continue
waiving fees. Gloves have become
more expensive” said Ms. Adam. Last year, the organization
received 17,800 nitrile gloves with an original acquisition cost of $27 each.
She finished with “We are so grateful for this program and how it has helped us make a difference. We are continuing to grow and
appreciate all the help.”

-submitted by Joshua Foster (ILSASP)
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Donee Success Story
Town of Hickory Creek (Texas)
The Town of Hickory Creek received this Sea Ark Navigator boat and trailer from TX SASP’s Federal Surplus Property Program in
September 2021. The boat, now being used for lake patrol, received custom decals and a new paint job amongst its repairs. The
service charge paid for these items was $6,000 with an original acquisition cost of $56,177. That is a savings of $50,177 compared
to buying new!

Before

After
-submitted by Elyzabeth Perkins (TXSASP)

Tri-County Fire Protection District (Missouri)
What would a fire department need with a sewing machine? According to Tri-County Fire Protection District Fire Chief Rick Hobbs, a heavy duty sewing machine can save the department lot of money and time.
When a Consew light-weight commercial sewing machine became available at the Missouri State Agency
for Surplus Property, Hobbs did not hesitate on the opportunity, especially since it would be greatly used at
the district that serves Richland and the rural areas surrounding it
in Pulaski, Camden, and Laclede counties. Hobbs stated a sewing
machine becomes a necessity as turnout gear is torn or worn. Previously, the department would send it to be repaired in Ohio, which
takes time and money, but with this acquisition from MOSASP, the
department will be able to do most of the repairs in house. The
service charge was only $240 while the fair market value was over
$700.
Hobbs was thankful that MOSASP was able to help the department
save time and money.
-submitted by Edward Lang (MOSASP)
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Donee Success Story
Duckworth Touts Veterans Small Business Enhancement Act (Illinois)
U.S. Senator and Veteran Tammy Duckworth visited the Springfield, IL Surplus Warehouse on February 11,
2022 to discuss her bipartisan law that allows Veteran small business owners access to equipment and
property that the federal government no longer uses. The event was held live and virtually. The primary
focus of the visit was to speak with participating VOSBs regarding their experience with the program and its
impact on their business operations.
Duckworth met with Illinois Central Management Services Federal Property Division leadership and Veteran
small business owners at the Illinois Federal Surplus Warehouse and praised the law which she says is doing
exactly what it was designed to do. “I’m so proud to see the results of my Veterans Small Business
Enhancement Act at work right here in Illinois,” Duckworth said. “This program is doing exactly as it was
designed to—connecting Veterans small business owners with surplus federal property to help their
businesses thrive, expand and create good-paying, local jobs. Illinois’s pilot program is already a success and
look forward to more Veterans utilizing these benefits in the months and years to come. Our Veterans
deserve our full support as they transition back into civilian life, and that includes supporting their efforts to
build and manage a small business.”

I

Illinois SASP initially did a pilot program of 15 VOSBs but has now done a full launch of VOSB enrollment. At the time of this event, there were 15
VOSBs enrolled in the program and combined, they had requested a little over $200,000 (OAV) in property. From February through mid-July, ILSASP
had grown the program to 39 VOSBs who have been allocated over $5 million (OAV) in property.
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Donee Success Story
Watson Services, LLC (Florida)
“This SASP Donated Trailer will enable Watson Services, LLC, to bring fresh produce to local markets, saving
harvest time and lengthening storage time.” Watson Services obtained the trailer through the Florida State
Agency for Surplus Property. It originally came from USDA Office in Okeechobee, FL. With a fair market value
of $1,138, they only paid a service charge of $50.95 to the Florida SASP!
The backstory to this is a vision – develop a network of
partnering very small farmers who can bring their
resources together for the purpose of providing fresh
food to the local community while providing an
additional source of income to those people who may
otherwise not have the opportunity.
The method – food baskets filled with fresh produce and
a source of protein to be either picked up or delivered.
The end state & local communities can work together
For a Purpose, to keep each other fed while providing for
a supplemental income. Tithing this fresh produce to
Widows.

Currently Watson Services LLC is working with a Vietnam Veteran, Ken, and a migrant farmer from Jamaica.,
Elvis. Ken and Elvis had to work late on Friday and Saturday nights harvesting crops so that they are fresh for
market. On my own small farm, I am currently awaiting two water purification units, (also SASP donations)
that can provide fresh clean water to my plans to grow using aquaponics. The three of us met and
determined our requirements – containers to keep and transport produce in and a trailer, with air
conditioning, to keep the produce fresh and enabling Ken and Elvis to harvest their crops earlier in the day.
Fortunately, we have a local handy man who is also a graduate with a horticulture degree who repairs RVs and
Trailers – we’ll use him to install the water and lighting into Containers with 600 Gallon Water Containers
designed for military use, that can lock into the containers.
We hope to add another older gentleman, as soon as some access issues are addressed, and we can get to
and from his land which will add another 7 acres of production to our informal collaboration.
So, it’s a slow process – as we are cash poor, but with 1% vision, 99% sweat and another 10% Grace of God,
we’ll get there, or enjoy the journey along the way. Thanks for what you do! My only regret is that I didn’t
know about this 10 years ago – but the Good Lord has His own timing in these things.
Semper Fidelis,
Derek
Owner, Watson Services LLC, A For a Purpose SDVOSB
- submitted by Kelly Ferrel, (FLSASP)
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Donee Success Story
Lake Area Technical College (South Dakota)
I was eager to oblige when South Dakota Federal Property Director Kaelene Borkowski contacted me with a
request to write an article for NASASP about our latest aircraft acquisition from Federal Surplus. The aircraft is a
1989 Beechcraft King Air 300 with tail number N914JA that was declared surplus by the U.S. Army. During its
distinguished service as an ISR (Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance) aircraft it flew extensive missions in
war zones, providing critical and much appreciated support to our troops on the ground. Its vital mission resulted
in 300 hours of flight time a month. Upon its release from the Army it had accumulated over 40,000 hours of flight
time, the highest time Beech King Air that the manufacturer has seen.

Now that the aircraft has been transferred to Lake Area Technical
College it is being used to train aircraft maintenance technicians and
pilots. We have a two year FAA Airframe and Powerplant (A&P)
certification course and a separate Professional Pilot program. The
aircraft will not accumulate any more flight time, but instead serves an
extremely important role as a training aid that represents many
common aircraft our students will either maintain or fly after they
graduate. We use it to teach aircraft systems, learn how to run the
engines and evaluate their performance, and taxi the airplane.
Federal Surplus Property aircraft are a very important element of the
Lake Area Technical College training inventory. We have a variety of
them in our fleet. Four out of our nine flyable aircraft were Federal Surplus Property acquisitions that we use in
flight training for our professional pilot program. They are also used to train our A&P students in the maintenance
of operational aircraft in support of the flight school. Our newly acquired King Air N914JA replaces another one, an
outdated 1965 King Air A65-90 that we acquired in 1995 when it was declared surplus by NASA. Based on that
history, I anticipate that our recently acquired King Air 300 will be used to train A&P students and pilots at Lake
Area Tech for at least the next 25 years.
One last thing worth noting. This King Air was the second one
allocated to Lake Area Tech in about a one year timeframe. It
is a large enough and complex enough aircraft to make the
physical relocation terribly problematic if things go wrong. In
our case we were allocated a first King Air located a
significant distance away and our only two options were to
either fly the aircraft home on a one-time flight permit issued
by the FAA or disassemble the aircraft and ground transport
it. We fervently pursued both options until extensive delays
and unbearable expense led to that aircraft’s allocation being
rescinded. Another university went to the same lengths with
the same result. Our failed attempt can be attributed to two
things. Nine month delays in the FAAs processing of
Pilot Chuck Blatti, Blatti Aviation; Greg Klein, Lake Area
paperwork that would have allowed us to fly the aircraft
Technical College Aviation; Larry Smith, Army Contractor;
home and the previous owning agency declining any
Rachael Waite, Dynamic Aviation; Andy Lazo, Army
assistance in the physical preparation to move the airplane.
(continued on next page)

Contractor
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Donee Success Story
Lake Area Technical College (South Dakota)
(continued from previous page)

Research into disassembly and ground transport determined that
it was overwhelmingly costly because the aircraft couldn’t be
disassembled to less than a super-size over the road
configuration without chopping it up. We kept GSA appraised of
the extent and expense we went to in our attempt to relocate.

Ultimately, here’s what worked out in our favor… Another King
Air was allocated to us, the one we now have, located a
considerable distance away (again). Dynamic Aviation in
Bridgewater, VA was tasked with the demilitarization and
maintenance in flyable storage. Their superb work made it
possible to fly it home without any special permissions from the
Here’s how the instrument panel looks when
FAA that caused our previous months-long delays. This also
you are cruising at 8000 feet and 325 knots!
favorably eliminated the need to consider ground transport.
Racheal Waite, Manager, ISR Flight Operations at Dynamic is an FAA
Airframe and Powerplant Technician and Pilot who was instrumental in her assistance to our flight crew as we
prepared to bring the airplane home. In addition, the man heading up the contractor team tasked with the
transfer of that aircraft was Larry Smith, US Army/PM SensorsAerial Intelligence Contractor support. He was helpful,
empathetic, and a dauntless advocate and had significant
influence up, down, and outside the chain of command. His
skillful choreography of the network of government agencies
and private companies that had anything to do with the
transfer of this aircraft to Lake Area Technical College made all
the difference in the world.

1st Day of Class 2022

We have a deep appreciation for the work done by the team
headed up by Kaelene Borkowski, the director at the South
Dakota Federal Property Agency as they proactively help us
acquire the valuable assets we acquire to train our students.
We now have a modern example of a King Air to replace the
1965 model they got for us from NASA back in 1996 that we
can use to train our pilots and mechanics for the next 20+
years.
-submitted by Greg Klein (Lake Area Technical College)

Congratulations to Steve Ekin on his retirement from the Georgia SASP!
Congratulations to Ed Nunez on his retirement from the Maryland SASP!
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NASASP Overseas Facilitator Report

Snowmobiles in August!
Most States don’t think about
snowmobiles—especially in the summer!
But the Maine SASP knows there is a great
need for them. They requested eight
snowmobiles through the NASASP Overseas
Program and they just arrived from DLA
Kaiserslautern, Germany. As winter is always
around the corner in Maine, these units will
be needed soon!
Interested in participating in the
Overseas Program?

Please contact Randy Main,
NASASP Overseas Facilitator, at
(207) 441-4044 or raminc@ramincmgt.net.

A Piece of History
While going through some files, the Missouri
SASP found this picture. The Jefferson City Public
Schools purchased a van in 1972 from MOSASP
for use by the Jefferson City High School Band.
The van is shown after it was repainted. Unfortunately, they didn’t have a picture of it when they
obtained it.
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NASASP Government Relations Report

FRANKLIN D. ROOSEVELT
32nd President of the United States: 1933 ‐ 1945

Selected Statement on Signing the Surplus Property Act of
1944.
October 3, 1944
ON FEBRUARY 19, 1944, I signed an Executive Order No. 9425 setting up the Surplus War Property
Administration to direct and expedite the orderly disposition of surplus war property so far as possible
under existing law, pending action by the Congress. H. R. 5125, the Surplus Property Disposal Act of
1944, which is before me for signature, places the general disposition of surplus war property under a
Board of three and provides in considerable detail the methods to be pursued by the Board.
Our surplus property should speedily be placed into channels of disposition which should provide
the most jobs and the greatest good for the greatest number.

Surplus Property Act of 1944, Public Law 457-78th Congress,2nd Session, Chapter 479,50A USC 1611-1646:
Section 1622(f) “Priority of Disposal” The disposal of surplus property under this section to States and
political subdivisions and instrumentalities thereof shall be given priority over all other disposals of
property provided for in this Act except transfers under section 12(Section 1621).” (Relating to Federal
agencies)

- submitted by John Chwat, Director of Government Relations, NASASP,
Sr. VP, The McKeon Group, inc.,
johnchwat@mckeongrp.com cell (703) 963-2917
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HELP US STRETCH YOUR BUDGET DOLLARS

Become a NASASP Associate Member!
The Federal Surplus Property Program needs your help and your voice. Read on to see how
your organization can help.
Associate Members of NASASP are key players on the Federal Surplus Personal Property Donation Program team.
Associate Members are typically people or organizations who receive surplus property (and thereby save money for the
citizens they support) and have a keen interest in the Program. Municipalities, schools, and certain non-profit
organizations receive millions of dollars’ worth of heavy equipment, computers, office furniture and equipment, vehicles
and much more through the Federal Surplus Property Program each year. Help us ensure the growth of this valuable
program through your support of NASASP. Your $39.00 membership fee supports the efforts of NASASP to increase the
quality and quantity of surplus property available to you, and to open the program to other organizations that were not
previously eligible to receive surplus property. For your $39.00 annual membership fee, you receive:
• Certificate of membership denoting membership.
• Updates about changes to the program.
• Invitation to attend, as a nonvoting guest, the annual meeting of NASASP.
• The satisfaction of knowing that you are making a difference by joining.
NOTE: Membership in NASASP does not ensure your organization is eligible as a federal surplus donee. Only your State’s SASP can determine eligibility.

Associate Membership Application
Membership is for one year from the month we receive your dues.
__________________________________________________

_______________________________________

NAME

TITLE

_________________________________________________________________________________________________
ORGANIZATION

________________________________________________
ADDRESS

____________________
CITY

________
STATE

________________________________________________
EMAIL

_______________________________________
PHONE

________
ZIP

To pay by check: Complete the above information and send with your $39 annual dues to: NASASP, P. O. Box 2134, Jefferson City,
MO 65102. To pay by credit card: Visit www.nasasp.org and click on “Join NASASP.”
If you have questions, please contact Karen Conn by email at AM.nasasp@nasasp.org or by phone at (806) 344-2209.

Interested in acquiring property for your organization?
Please visit www.nasasp.org and click on “Find My State” for complete contact information and a link to
your state agency’s website.

NASASP Officers & Staff
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer
Government Relations
Fund Administrator
Associate Membership
Overseas Facilitator

Sam Sibert (ID)
Tim Bolles (MI)
Chris Reynolds (AR)
Kelly Ferrel (FL)
John Chwat
Marilyn Trachsel
Karen Conn
Randall Main

sam.sibert@adm.idaho.gov
bollest@michigan.gov
chris.reynolds@adem.arkansas.gov
kelly.ferrel@dms.fl.gov
johnchwat@mckeongrp.com
marilyn.trachsel@nasasp.org
am.nasasp@nasasp.org
raminc@ramincmgt.net

(208) 334-3477
(517) 241-3860
(501) 835-3111
(904) 964-5601
(703) 963-2917
(573) 634-6021
(806) 344-2209
(207) 441-4044

